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Tadeas Podracky

The Metamorphosis Collection

Tadeáš Podracky (b. 1989, Czech Republic), stunned the 
design world with his Metamorphosis collection, pro-
duced for his graduation show at the Design Academy 
Eindhoven in 2020. On the occasion of Design Miami 
2021, Side Gallery will be showing both original works 
from this experimental series, alongside a new collec-
tion commissioned exclusively for the fair. As a contin-
uation of the Metamorphosis series, Podracky has me-
ticulously hand-carved a series of modular wall shelves, 
a stool, a Lounge chair and an armchair. Through a 
highly labor-intensive process, material research and a 
contemporary approach to craftsmanship, Podracky’s 
skillful and hands-on method reformulates traditional 
design applications. 

The Metamorphosis series, derived from a period of 
Podracky’s life when access to materials was limited. 
The designer started to work only with materials found 
around the studio. Tadeáš realized that these materials 
had a certain authenticity and so began revaluating the 
way he approached the materiality. He let the objects 
grow through his hands by gluing and combining differ-
ent elements, reminiscent of a bird weaving its nest. This 
approach allowed him complete freedom, resulting in 
an unpredictable outcome, depending solely on authen-
tic personal expression, and leading the creation of a 
radical body of works. 

 As an extension of the series, Podracky has introduced 
two chairs, a stool and a seires of modular wall shelves 
to the Metamorphosis family. The seating elements deal 
with the archetypal representation of the chair.  When 



thinking about his approach, Podracky realised that the 
goal was not the destruction of the known archetype, 
as previously thought when creating earlier elements 
from the series, but rather a gradual transformation, 
maintaining aspects of its negation, yet allowing it to 
evolve organically, leading to a combination of existing 
elements and new unknown applications. At the fore-
front of his concept lies the human anatomy; the ply-
wood construction grows freely around the woven sur-
faces, embracing and protecting the body, allowing for a 
true sense of connection. The seating elements outgrow 
their primal form and function through the Metamor-
phosis, proposing and ephemeral transformation, cre-
ating mysterious liquid like silhouettes.

The Czech designer’s production process stems from 
the ongoing transformation of the series. The methodol-
ogy is based not on defining the final object, but instead, 
he places an emphasis on the gradual stages of the 
making. Through a labor intensive and almost endless 
process of hard craftwork, emerges an object, smooth 
and flawless, created through sensitive organic model-
ing. The final process, a more joyful chapter, is the ex-
pressive application of liquid plastic to the wooden sur-
faces, creating delicate material tensions and disrupting 
matter. These handicraft techniques cannot be entirely 
controlled, instead are defined by their unpredictability; 
looping back to Podracky’s desire not to design the ob-
ject’s appearance, alternatively making quick decisions 
and spontaneous reactions to the material and object 
itself. This expressive aspect of the process is innate-
ly linked to Podracky’s  weaving technique, used for 
supporting the body of the seats. Lost in the unlimited 
choice of colour and materiality, Podracky is fascinated 
by the process, leaving the final appearance open until 
the last moment. His whole process is absolutely free, 
an authentic gesture of the designer himself.



Alongside, the two floor lights, collection of modular 
shelves and seating elements, Tadeáš has created two 
wall mirrors. “Fading Reflection”,  commissioned by Ven-
ice Design Biennale, is the result of Podracky’s Venetian 
experience in contact with the local artisan tradition of 
Berta Battiloro and Ongaro and Fuga Specchi Veneziani. 
These latest works manifested through an exploration 
of Venetian mirror-making tradition with the aim of dis-
rupting our perception of what tradition represents. 
Podracky’s mirrors invite the viewer to envision a scenar-
io where tradition is a constant evolution. Through the 
exploration of materials that are traditionally obscured, 
such as the wooden frames, Podracky pulls these ele-
ments to the surface giving them their maximal scope. 
This is represented by transition, the further one moves 
from the center of the mirror the more traditional per-
ception disappears, and other more modern materials 
emerge. In many ways the mirrors are representative of 
Podracky’s work as a whole, by reevaluating these princi-
ples of tradition and craft, Podracky develops work that 
maintain historic relevance but also achieves a multi-lay-
ered identity, combining unconventional elements.

 

 

The Metamorphosis Family 



Tadeas Podracky

Biography

Tadeas Podracky (b. 1989, Czech Republic) is an experi-
mental designer who seeks authenticity in our immedi-
ate surroundings. Through material research, question-
ing craft heritage, and a hands-on approach, Podracky 
proposes a new methodology. He uses a reformulated 
approach to design, based on exploring expression, de-
struction, and accepting individuality.

Whether it is an object or space, he is always looking 
for a way to break down the established principles of 
"good" design to bring new possibilities and emphasize 
the multi-layered identities of the contemporary individ-
ual.

Tadeas Podracky went through the design and fine art 
academic training. He received an MA at the Academy of 
Art Architecture and Design in Prague; completed study 
internships in the Fine Art studio at the School of Visual 
Arts (New York) and in the Monumental Sculpture studio 
at the Academy of Fine Arts (Prague). After independent 
practice, he completed an MA in Contextual Design from 
the Design Academy Eindhoven.

His work won the AD design award and CGD award and 
has been internationally exhibited, notably Design Miami 
Basel, FOG San Francisco, Maison et Objet Paris, Mudac 
museum Lausanne, Designblok Prague, Salone del Mo-
bile Milano, London Design Festival, Dutch Design Week. 
Podracky was invited as a guest designer to several de-
sign residencies, Design Biennial (Venice), Fellowship in 
Creative Glass Center of America at WheatonArts (USA), 
and Yuhang Rong Design Library (China).
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Tadeas Podracky

Lounge Chair
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
180 cm x 120 cm x 120h cm 
70,9 in x 47,2 in x 47,2h in

Edition
Unique Piece











Tadeas Podracky

Armchair
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
110 cm x 120 cm x 130h cm 
43,3 in x 47,2 in x 51,2hin

Edition
Unique Piece











Stool
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
70 cm x 80 cm x 55h cm 
27,5 in x 31,5 in x 21,6h in

Edition
Unique Piece









Tadeas Podracky

Mirror
From the series "Fading Reflections"
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky
Prague, 2021
Mixed media, plastic, wood, glass, 
textile, foam

Measurements
28 cm x 115 cm x 135h cm
11 in x 45,27 in x 11 53,15h in







Tadeas Podracky

Mirror
From the series "Fading Reflections"
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky
Prague, 2021
Mixed media, plastic, wood, glass, 
textile, foam

Measurements
28 cm x 130 x 160h cm
11 in x 51,18 in x 63h in







Tadeas Podracky

Floor lamp
From the series "The Metamorphosis"
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky
Prague, 2020
Mixed media, plastic, textile, wood, car 
lights, metal, foam

Measurements
230 cm x 100 cm x 120 cm
90,55 in x 39,37 in x 47,24 in







Tadeas Podracky

Floor lamp
From the series "The Metamorphosis"
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery
Prague, 2021
Mixed media, plastic, wood, glass, 
metal, foam

Measurements
80 cm diameter x 130 cm height
31,5 in diameter x 51,18 in height







Tadeas Podracky

Small Shelf
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
60 cm x 35 cm x 50h cm 
23,6 in x 13,8 in x 19,7h in

Edition
Unique Piece











Tadeas Podracky

Medium Shelf
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
105 cm x 30 cm x 40h cm 
41,3 in x 11,8 in x 15,7h in

Edition
Unique Piece











Tadeas Podracky

Large Shelf
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
110 cm x 37 cm x 70h cm
43,3 in x 14,6 in x 27,5h in

Edition
Unique Piece









Tadeas Podracky

Extra Large Shelf
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam

Measurements
127 cm x 35 cm x 66h cm 
50 in x 13,8 in x 26h in

Edition
Unique Piece









Tadeas Podracky

Vase
From the series “The Metamorphosis” 
Manufactured by Tadeas Podracky 
Produced in exclusive for Side Gallery 
Prague, 2021 
Mixed media, plastic, wood, textile, 
foam, glass

Measurements
65 cm x 70 cm x 92h cm 
25,6 in x 27,5 in x 36,2h in

Edition
Unique Piece
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